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Homelessness enquiry submission:
Introudction:
I am living with multiple disabilities and involved as the disability representative in [deidentified] committee. , I am a member of a lived experience family violence advocacy group
outside of **** [de-identified committee ], and I work in peer work / lived experience work
in casual roles across mental health, family violence, homelessness, disability and drugs and
alcohol, across different projects, support groups and committees. I started a lived experience
homeless women’s group in Melbourne in 2019 but this has been put on hold due to bushfires
then covid.. I have been long-term homeless for my whole life across melbourne, regional
vic, country vic, and other areas interstate, I have never had stable housing despite fighting
the hardest for this for my whole life, the longest housing I had was student housing
placement for 5 months. I have attached my record of the 1500 rental properties I applied for
over the past two years in Victoria and I stopped making a record when I fled interstate due to
my lung and immune disabilities placing me at high risk of dying from covid I fled interstate
in mid march but I have applied for hundreds more rentals interstate and this list is just
through real estate.com it doesn’t include all the facebook marketplace and gumtree
inspections I have gone to as well.
I kept almost dying from my lung and immune disabilities being made worse by
homelessness, multiple times, which has impacted my ability to look for housing or attend
inspections which is part of why all my rental applications remain unsuccessful but the other
main reason is due to disability discrimination in the private rental market and there being no
quota to force real estate agencies to house disadvantaged peoples. I have taken leave from
my studies to work and try find stable housing, but have gone back to uni this semester. I am
a carer to multiple members of my family with disabilities, which is why I do all my family
violence advocacy and lived experience work anonymously with my identity and face
protected, because it can increase the risk to my family members still living with family
violence, if my family found out what work I was involved with.
This submission is written from my work experience and life experience / lived experience of
FV and my experiencing supporting many of my family and friends and other disabled and/or
homeless peoples living with with FV and to escape FV. This is not my full report and I am
seeking extension of time to provide finished report / edited due to I couldn’t finish on time
by deadline due to having mould poisoning and severe allergic and asthma reaction to the
mould, as a result of not having stable housing and being forced into an unsafe rental
property with blocked drain and major plumbing water damage and mould issues. I have read
the questions for individual practitioner and organisational questions and am responding
generally to both, but please be aware I am a lived experience worker not a practitioner or an
organisation . Most of my submission has foucssed on the practical issues and suggested
actions moving forward, as a result of the roll out of royal commission recommendations /
where we are now, and other areas family violence response could be improved/ made safer
for victim survivors and peoples with disabilities. I have attached one uni assignment for my
social work course (the subject is on social policy), and the scraps of it (that didn’t make the
word count) and the bibliography’s scraps (for your references) - because the assignment is
on homelessness and peoples with disabilities. I have attached multiple other evidence that
shows how the system has failed me and continues to fail people with disabilities.
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My submission:
people who are high risk of dying from covid are not able to go into hotels or motels where
covid is spreading around in them, there needs to be other options considered e.g. fnding
airbnb hosts who will rent on an ongoing month by month basis.

Majority of refuges and crisis accoms are not accessible, physical accessibility is one type of
accessibility, need to consider all types of accessibility and for peoples with chronic illness
too, people with brain injuries, peoples with immune compromise, peoples who are deaf or
hard of hearing, accessibility issues for older peoples, all have different housing needs.
Many disabled peoples are still the only accommodation offered to us is SRS or institutions,
man ydisabled young peoples are forced into nurising homes, or group homes, and get abused
in these institutions when they have already been abused in their own families and/or in
relationships. Developing and building more accessible housings not just in SDA but also
outside of SIL and NDIS in public housing and social and community housing and low
income private rental is absolutely needed. Not just for disabled peoples the majority of our
population is an aging population with elder abuse on the rise, so accessible housing needs to
be for everyone and for the future. The government has no real action plan to get young
disabled peples out of nursing homes and instutions, the NDS was meant to bring deinstutitonalisation and support peoples to live supported in the communtiies, and the
government needs to invest in this to make it happen for those who don’t want to be in
institutions or in group homes or STA (short term accomm instutions) or in nursing homes or
SRS’s shouldn’t be forced to be in them just cos there are no housing options that are
accessible.
Catchment areas – not having a fixed area or being transient barrier as services are funded by
catchment area, if you have escaped violence u don’t want to say your location for safety
reasons, so this leads to exclusion.
NDIS participants who have escaped FV who need major disability modifications is an
enormous barrier to escaping violence because the waiting list for SDA is years and there is
only two accessible social and community housing organisation in victoria, summer
foundation and active community housing, and their waiting lists are years long for majority
of NDIS participants.
Sending people to motels / hotels is unsafe, it puts people leaving at higher risk of being
murdered.
Many social and community housing and public housing is highly unsafe for victim
survivors. Need to invest more in the building of more affordable and safe housing, not
ghettoising the housings by making them unsafe places, 80:20 model
Many women sleeping in their cars with their children are too scared to access housing
services for fear of them taking their children away and there are no targeted services to work
in a supportive way with women in these situations
Many women are being forced into private rental properties they can’t sustain or afford, and
the PRAP funding private rental brokerage funding won’t help you unless you find a place
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that is below a certain percentage of your income that for many women who are on low
income is unmanageable to find a private rental as affordable of that, so its excluding women
from accessing the private rental funding. I understand this is to ensure tenancies are
sustainable but having it as an interim while you look for tenancy that is sustainable,

For people who are too sick / unwell to look for housing there is not enough support for them
to have housing workers who will look for housing for them, even if they’re too unwell to go
into the services. People who are too unwell to show up are invisible and forgotten in the
housing and homelessness system
Peer workers need to be funded in all family violence organisations - need to be trained as
advocates
Need more legal aid for housing, for disability discrimination in housing (where the disability
or accessibility issues are barriers to people being housed)
Disability discriminaton and discrimination against disadvantaged groups is rampant and
enormous in the housing system – there needs to be quotas to house all disadvantaged groups
not just in real estate agencies but in all housing providers across the board, for disabled
peoples, for Aboriginal peoples, for refugees and asylum seekers, for LGBTIQA+ peoples,
for homeless peoples, for unemployed peoples, for gender diverse peoples, for anyone who
experiences discrimination when looking for housing. Even the social and community
housing organisations have become more up-market only renting to people who have jobs
now for the majority of their tenancies and discriminating against people who really need the
housing the most. An example of this is unison’s low income private rental program only
rents to people with income above almost $700 a week to be eligible for their low income
private rental housing, so they won’t rent their low income private rental to someone on
disability pension or someone with a lower income than their targets.
Good to see a tiny house organisation started to help adult survivors of family violence –
similar to kids under cover for young peoples who are experiencing FV. And more funding
given to kids under cover to they can help more young peoples. and for those young peoples
who cannot stay in a tiny house in their families backyards, have a way to get people who
have police and WWCC to offer their backyards to rent to tiny homes (and have council
restrictions over ridden / exempted for survivors of family violence) cos this could be a long
term sustainable solution or for those who want to stay short term it could be stable and safe
place to stay til they can find more suitable housing

Those who enter private rental are taken off the waiting lists for VHR even if the private
rental they have entered is unsustainable and unaffordable. This has led to many women I
know, choosing to stay in dangerous situations of family violence and/or choosing to stay
living in their tent on the streets waiting for public housing or social and community housing.
And this is unacceptable no one should be taken off the priority wait list especially if they are
in housing that they cannot afford.
Many are too afraid to apply for VHR because they don’t want their address on file, they are
not confident in the privacy protections in the system and don’t want their address on file .
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Choosing between violence on the street and violence in your home is not a choice and no
one should be trapped between this rock and a hard place. Many women I support in the peer
homeless womens group I started won’t apply for VHR cos they want their address off the
grid/ system to stay in hiding from violence they’ve escaped, especially those who have
almost been murdered feel this way. The NDIS and centrelink have restricted access IT
system and mechanisms to provide extra layers of security on files for survivors of family
violence, the VHR doesn’t have any extra security. for myself I have experienced identity
theft as a result of family violence, technologically facilitated violence and stalking – so it is
really important I wouldn’t apply for VHR until there is restricted access system in place or a
way to have your address not on the system/ file (and just a contact at the social or
community housing agency you get housed with ) and I know many who feel the same way
Housing services can’t do the housing applications for you, for all victim survivors the
applications need to be done for them because people are in survival mode they are not going
to do the applications themselves.
Current programs are very limited eligibility criteria and very limited referral pathways to be
eligible, based on location, based on what service you’re accessing, it creates inequity in who
gets access to housing, someone who needs housing less than another person who needs it
more than them are getting access to housing. There are also people being offered accessible
housing who are not disabled, when those properties should be saved for peoples who need
that accessibility not given to people who don’t need it.
Family violence organisations need housing workers , majority of family violence workers
can’t help with housing
Family violence organisations need to be given nomination rights to housing at every level,
for pubic housing, social and community housing organisations, housing co-ops, etc
There are some great programs out there and they need to be expanded so more people can
access them – like the programs that advocate to private rental real estate agencies to house
people e.g open doors at wellways, and programs that have the organisation head leasing
private rental tenancies .
Peoples with children are excluded from many family violence refuges which is
unacceptable, peoples with mental illness are also being excluded.
NRAS low income rental properties need to have a pathway to prioritise people who have
escaped family violence,
Training is needed for all housing organiastions staff and family violenc organisations staff
and peer worekers in housing, training for all types of housing – NRAS, low income private
rental options, co-operative housing options, social and community housing organistions and
VHR. I was developing a simple finding housing guide for the homeless women’s group I
started and when I get stabl housing I am going to finish working on this as I am too sick to
finish working on it when I don’t have stable housing.
Better to get people grounded in long term housing as soon as possible, having to move
repeatedly is traumatic after escaping violence.
More housing advocacy services (AMIDA, DRC) need more funding and homelessness
advocacy service needs to be assessed because majority of homeless peoples I know they
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won’t help advocate. The homelessness persons advocacy service needs investigation
because the majority of people I know who have used their service including myself, they
don’t actuallhy help advocate for you they just refer you on to other people who just refer you
on. the referring on and referring on is widespread issue in the system and needs to be
addressed.
People who escaped the bushfires and lost their homes (and many also lost their relationships
due to FV) (but their land is still worth more than the eligibility for social and community
housing even if their home is burnt down and they are homeless, which I think asset limit is
about $30 000 for eligibility, they are excluded from accessing social and community
housing or public housing (VHR). Same with family violence surivvors who have more than
$30 000 in savings but who are experiencing financial abuse with little or no income cannot
sustain unaffordable private rental tenancies and should be in my opinion still eligible for
applying for VHR
People with disabiltiies who need major disability modifications face more discrimination in
all husing system and services because no service wants to be held legally liabile for paying
for disability modfiications so they refuse to house people or say they have nothing suitable
for your disabilities so they won’t let you apply, even if you say you will settle for something
that doesn’t meet your full disability housing needs because having any housing is better than
being homeless.
There needs to be a way the government can be rental guarantor / or head tenant for private
rental properties, this would mean more people can be accepted under private rental

-

Many disabled peoples experiencing FV in the NDIS who are homeless as a result of
FV or living with family violence, are not being offered safe housing options. There is
a lack of accessible refuges in victoria (only 2 or 3 have disability access which are
always full due to the lack of accessible housing in generally speaking no one gets
transferred to long term housing out of these housing pathways because there is an
enormous lack of accessible housing. This lack of accessible housing and safe places
to go that are accessible for disabled peoples experiencing FV has led to many being
trapped in the violence, being forced to choose between the violence or homelessness,
and not being supported by NDIS to find safe housing given the lack of accessible
housing that is accessible under the NDIS. Only 2% of NDIS participants will get
SDA and a minority of NDIS participants get SIL or any toher form of housing
through NDIS. Given the large amount of disability discrimination and lack of
accessible properties in social and community and public housing, these issues need
to be addressed not just in the NDIS but across all housing sectors.

-

For me I still don’t have stable housing (going from Airbnb to Airbnb and place to
place) and NDIS want me to move into a caravan park (that is unsafe for many
reasons) and still have no pathway of housing that is stable due to their being none. I
proposed to NDIS to trade /give up my whole NDIS plan for them buying me stable
housing and they won’t do it, but they and the system will spend hundreds of
thousands of dollars on my health costs from my complex medical conditions and
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-

support workers to help me move continuously from place to place, rather than
funding stable housing which would mean I woud have less complex health issues
and need less NDIS and health care system / medical support. This is one example ,
another example is how the NDIS offer to pay $12 000 a month, or for some
providers up to $10 000 a week, for short term accommodation under the NDIS.
Many people in crisis hwo are acutely unwell and saverely disabled who have
escaped violence would go into this type of housing / insutitionalised housing until
they can be rehoused in housing that meets their disability needs ,or have to choose
between the institutions (where there is a lot of abuse and no pathway to escape the
abuse – te abuse retruamsies/ reproduces the same or similar abuse realities and
dynamics of FV) , and forced to choose between this and living in a caravan park or
going from Airbnb to Airbnb or hotel to hotel which are all unsafe options and noisy
options for disabled peoples who are experiencing or who have escaped FV. The price
guide NDIS have set for STA is totally unsustainable, and ridiculous, they could be
buying people accessing homes in retirement villages or building accessible self
contained bungalows/ portable homes for those prices, or if you spread STA price of
$10 000 a week over 2 and a half months, this could buy someone an apartment or
unit in a mre affordable housing area. The costs of SDA are also ridiculous (many of
the wealthiest investors have gotten onto it because of how much the NDIS pay them
to build and rent out their SDA’s – which means due to the prices that less accessible
housing is available to less people. It woud be smarter if SDA was reserved only for
those who need it, and then those who need accessible housing but not full SDA
modfiications, could have other pathways to get accessible housing (e.g. NDIs, our
government office of housing / public husing, and social and community housing
orgnaisations need to buy up or modofiy theirproperties and homes to become more
accessible to a disabled and gaining population. This would result in more housing
pathways and more people being able to escape violence and abuse / FV. Many
people escpae FV and are faced with street based violence and community violence in
the low income housing flats and aparmtents, they need to be modified to be 80%
owner occupied and 20% low income occupied, to have CCTV and be made safer for
everyone who lives in them. The violence and abuse esepcailly impact disabled
peopes the most because we are most targeted/ most vulnerable to the abuse.
- housing pathways are a big issue for family violence services and orange door hubs
and they should all have family violence housing workers who get emailed the
vacancies (like WISHIN get emailed all the housing vacancies every day) and they
should have more knowledg eabout how to facilitate access to housing pathways, how
to get people a housing worker, how to know which organisationsa are best pathways
to refer people to to find housing.

Need for more support, more places for case management and support packages
housing, all family violence, health and mental health services can't help with housing let
alone advocate when a housing access point wont help you. local area FV services are also
not telling people the process of how to get into a womens refuge. many survivors don't want
to be in refuges for 4 to 6 week stays then get kicked out to the streets again. many survivors
feel going into a womens refuge will make their mental health worse because it is a restricted
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and stressful and traumatic environment with limitations on your freedom, so many I know
choose not to go. majority of womens refuges and crisis accommodations and najorit of all
housing in Australia is inaccessible for peoples with disabilities which gives no practical
options for survivors to escape abusive living situations
more transparency and accountability so that services can't just keep bouncing people back
between referrals to safe steps and local area FV service etc, repeatedly, referring peoples on
and on and in circles

So far the homelessness enquiry has been pushed through at times of the bushfires then
covid19, which has meant the majority of disabled persons organisations and organisations
that support homeless peoples with disabilities and/or psycho social sdisabiltiies could not
make a submission. I am calling for the homelessness enquiry to extend their submission
timeframe for a furhter 3 months and announce this to all organiastions and groups who
support homeless peoples with mental illness, spycho social disaiblities and/or disabilities.
its important to recognise the many reasons why its so important the homelessness inquiry
hear the voices of disabled homeless peoples and disabled peoples organisations, advocacy
orgs and orgs that supprot us. The homelessness inquiry has not heard from one disabled
persons organisation or advocacy org, except for OPA. these are the many reasons why its
important:
The below is wrtiten from my lvied experience being homeless and running
a homeless women's group in Melbourne. i am not just speaking from perspective of my own
experiences but these experiences are very common. these are in no particular order just a
massive brainstorm and i need to work on sumamrising and merging relevant points into one
point. i understand we cannot include all hte points but this process as helped me as i want to
bring this to hte disability royal commission anyway when i mkae my submission
- we have an aging population, with homeless older woman the fastest
growing homelessness population, who are also in need of accessible housing and many who
do not yet need accessible housing will need it in the future a shte majority of australia's
population is aging.
- homelessness services do not provide any reasonable adjustments to supporting disabled
peoples with finding stable housing, so there are many and multiple barriers to accessing
support and even completing housing applications in the first place, or even finding housing
- private rental has many barriers due to disability discrimination, they won't advertise which
properties are accessible or not (they expect us to go inspect all the properties we apply for in
Melbourne to find out ourselves what disability access they do or do not have), and i have
appleid for over 1500 private rentals in vicotria and my 4 past and current employment
references did not get not even one phone call from a real estate agency in victoria to check
my references. I have kept a record of all of them and am happy to provide evidence.
- only a minority of the severely disabled NDIS participants will receive SDA (less than 2
percent of all NDIS participants) and only peoples with 24/7 care needs will receive SDA
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housing through NDIS. these are the only peoples who will receive long term accommodation
that is suitable for their disabilities through NDIS.
- the majority of social and community housing providers and low income private rental
providers are discriminating against disabled peoples, say they have nothing suitable for our
disabilities and refuse to let us apply for thier housings. please see attached letter from my
disabiltiy advocate who i forwarded over 500 email correspondences to, for her to read and
write a summary letter of what has happened with none of the providers housing me or letting
me even apply.
- i have an email history as well where i contacted NRAS asking them to help with finding
me an accessible NRAS property (because the providers wouldn't help me find this) and DSS
put this onto the providers and wouldn't help me despite them knowing the providers also
wouldn't help me find an accessible NRAS property (low income private rental).
- only less than 2 or 3 of the women's refuges and crisis accommodations in victoria are
disability accessible, and physical accessibility is the only type of accessibility being looked
at in reforming housing, when there are hundreds of types of disabilities and many many
diverse types of accessibilities in housing that are needed for disabled peoples to live
functional lives. this is when disabled peoples are up to 40 percent more likely to experience
family violence, and where 90 percent of peoples with inellectual disabilities have been
sexually assaulted before teh age of 18, and 70 percent of women with phsycial disabilities
are sexually assulted
- the NdIS have no pathway to fight not being housed in suitable housing / being
left homeless as an NDIS participant or being left in housing that doesn't meet your disability
needs (and where this lack of access is severely impacting your health , safety and
wellbeing). you cannot make complaints to the ndis quality and safe guarding commission as
they only accept complaints from providers not consumers. if you are too sick to find housing
yourself there is nothing practical or genuine (that will actually create change ) that you can
do , on an advocacy level or on a legal level, to challenge the system that leaves
you homeless. you can request an appeal by authorised review officer decision but if NDS
take 1 year to respond to that you cannot take it to the AAT trinbunal for another year as
AAT won't consider it til you have an authorised reiew appeal officer decision by NDIS.
- disability is not being used as a way to put people on highest priority access for housing.
many disabled peoples are not identified as victims of family violence becuase disabled
peoples do not trust the housing system to disclose their experiences to them.
- many disabled peoples are living in housings that are unsuitable for their disabiltiies
or homeless, because of hte lack of accessible housing, many are also forced into SRS's group
homes OR nursing homes as young disabled peoples, places that are abusing and neglecting
and sexually assaulting many disabled peoples whilst instituonalising peoples. many disabled
peoples like me ahve been forced to go from palce to place to place, i have moved over 25
times since i came to the NT and the majority of housing organiastions and the NT
government housing closed their intake due to covid19, has beeen closed since mid march
when i arrived. even disabled peoples who are too sick and unwell like myself to keep
moving are expected to go from airbnb to airbnb, OR be forced into motels or hotels that are
unsuitable for our diasbilities (noisy, drugs, alochol, not safe for people with immune
compromise, etc) , or be forced into caravan parks, or be forced to be homeless, or be forced
to move into instiutions that abuse and neglect us and whre we are at risk of being sexually
assaulted. so in my opinion these options are not a choice that NDIS provide under MTA and
STA. STA price guide under NDIS allow providers to charge up to $10 000 for
accommodation to me, when i don't even have 24/7 support needs, so i think its unsustainable
and unfair to try force us into institutions when housing us in the community where possible
is a more common sense and sustainable option.
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- there are many homeless peoles like me who are at high risk of dying from covid19 but still
are not given stable housing that is accessible for our disabilities (and even for myself my
disability housing needs are not that complicated)
- housing providers accross the board and in real estate agencies and housing orgs
discriminate agianst disabled peoples as they don't want to pay for disability modfications or
have problems with landlords refusing the modification work to take place, so this results in
them not offering us any housing. or they see our needs as being too complex, too difficult so
just give up on us really fast.
- its impossible to get a housing worker as a disabled homeless person, let alone to get any
housing worker or advocate who will help you beyond just short term, or do hte case
management work needed (e.g. making multipole housing applications for you and
responding to orgs and emails etc. when this work is needed to get you housed.
- many homeless disabled woman who have escaped violence don't want to apply for VHR
becuase they want to live off the grid for violence safety reaosns and to not be stalked, and
the VHR system do not have a restricted access system in their IT file keeping system (like
NDIS and Centrelink do have), so many don't feel safe enough to have their address listed on
government database. So this, and the waiting lists, and not being able to get a housing
worker to do the application for you, lead to many homeless disabled woman not applying for
housing through VHR. since the majroity of social and community housing providers have
rolled over their application process to be VHR-only, no more direct applications are being
accepted and this is hugely disadvantaging homeless disabled peoples who do not want to be
on VHR . i had a meeting with head of VHR and DHHS senior management about this with
my disaiblity advocate at DRC, and VHR / DHHS wrote me an exemption letter for me to
apply directly to the organisations (see attached). but this resulted in DHHS / VHR
outsourcing the responsibility to house me to social and comunity housing organisations who
apparently don't have any vacancies left to house me in housing suitable for my disabilities.
- there is a policy gap between people being footballed around the system, fobbed off, and
snowballed away, given teh major policy gap that exists between people being not disabled
enough to get SDA (and SDA application and process time being 6 months to over a year
long), and people who cannot get SDA but who are too disabled to get any other type of
housing given no other type of housing is accessible for thier disabilities. this policy gap in
my expeirence of being homeless and disabled and supporting others who are homelesss and
diasbled , it leads to people giving up on finidng housing ever and many i know have
attempted suciide as a reuslt of being left to hte streets, to be raped, to be abused, and sitll not
being given any support to find housing. i had really confronting letters of abuse and violence
in my applications to housing orgs that should have prioritised me urgently for housing, and
its years later after fighting those fights that still they haven't offered me not one housing
vacancy. the huge lack of SDA and SIL are limiting who can be consdiered for this and also
limiting the panel who decide at the end of hte day who does get it and who doesn't get it, it is
limiting who they can give SDA and SIL to, becuase of hte limitations of options and
vacancies.
- the disability discrimination act is weak when it comes to many issues on disability
discrimination, but it is especially weak when it comes to addressing homelessness. there is
no pathway for disabled homeless peoples to access legal support in relation to disability
discrimination and homelessness, that is pro bono and can do the work for you so that you
don't have to (if you're too sick and unwell from being homeless and disabled, you're not
actually able to do the work that is needed for legal action or legal advocacy to take
place). there needs to be more specialised supprots / services for this e.g. like lawyers
working with social workers in the same team.
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- the majroity of public and social and community housings and crisis housings are unsafe for
disabled peoples as we are always targets of violence and abuse and many of the housing
environments have a lot of violence, durgs , alcohol, family violence, threats, abuse, drug
dealings, rapes, sexual violence etc. many disabled peoples are the first to get forced out of
housing that is unsafe due to not being able to cope with or handle it due to being targetted at
higher rates than other people as people think / perceive disabled peopels as being weak and
vulenrable and therefore target us more. there is nothing being done about the unsafety in
many of these housings and many disabled peoples i know don't apply for low income
housings, public or social housing because of these issues. the government has trialed teh
80:20 model in nightingale housing and WPI women's property initiatives (80 percent
residents and 20 percent social and community housing tenants or low income private rental
tenants) and this model needs to be invested in more because it povides a model that is safer
for disabled peoples compared to other housings.
- there is nothing being done to addres sthe discrimination in private rental real estate
agencies or in housing provider organisations and agencies and companies.
- many disabled homeless peoples feel too unsafe to go to homelessness services becuase we
get targeted for abuse and violence there by other homeless peoples and by drug dealers and
peoles with addictions who hang in and around the services.
- many disabled peoles cannot even use a homeless service becuase they don't do an
appointment based system, for anyoen who needs their support worker to take them (and
cannot be well enough to show up in the mornings at the morning drop in service due to not
being able to do mornings due to being unwell and ill health) then they cannot get any
appointments at any homelessness services as all of them run on a drop in based system and
not an appointment based system. so you ahve to rock up at 8am or 9am to be seen and if
you're not there first you won't get seen and have to wait for hours to see a worker at a
housing service.
- AMIDA , MHLC and DRC and many other services have advocated strongly for me and
other disabled homeless women i support to get housed, and this has not resulted in any
housing offers over this past 3 years. i have never had stable housing in my entire life, and its
impacted my quality of life to make my qualtiy of life extremely low, i have ongoing sleep
deprivation to the point where some days i am walking out in front of cars on the roads
accidentally becuase i am so sleep deprived, i forgot to look both ways. i know many
disabled homeelss peoples who want to be euthanised or who want to die every day or kill
themselves from not having any safety or stability or housing, and from cintinously bieng
abused on the streets, many have given up hope of finding any housing and this also makes
them unable to engage with finding housing and for peole who are not engaging with finding
housing are way less likely to get housed. we have not had our stories told or heard as
disabled homeless people, we are invisible in the system and services and ignored.
- disabled peoles get further discriminated agianst in private rental becuase of being on DSP /
low income. we have high medication costs, speialist medical costs, clinical care costs,
natural medicine costs, alternative tehrapy and medicine costs, increased dental costs,
assistive technology and equipment and aids costs, travel costs, and other disability related
costs that are not usually covered (and many are not covered at all) by NDIS, so this also
impacts on our rental budgets and limtis what we can afford for housing / limits our search. as
sometimes there were over 1000 applicants and hundreds of people at inspections for the less
expensive rental properites in Melbourne, so we have unending amounts of competition due
to population boom and we are discrimianted agianst for bieng low income.
- there are low icome private rental programs that discriminate indirectly against peoples on
DSP because the minimum income elgibility criteira is almost $700 a week as a minimum
income (e.g. unison low income private rental that rents low income private rental properites
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at 30 percent of someone's income), but majority of peoples on DSP will never reach $700 a
week in income becuase many of us are not employed and for those of us who are employed
if you work more than earning $70 a week then centrelink take 50 cents in every dollar away
from your DSP so that reduces your DSP income.
- There is a large percentage of people who die every year who have mental illness and or
disabikties and who are on DSP, whilst there are data collected in psych inpatient wards that
show 99 percent of people staying in psych wards are homeless or in unstable housing , no
data is collected about how many of those dying on DSP every year are homeless or in
unstable and or unsafe and or inaccessible housing
- There is no mention of disability in Victoria's homeless strategy or action plan, or if
accessibility in any practical way of addressing these issues it's not spoken about. many
politicians have made many ongoing false promises to get diaabled people's out of
institutions but have no clear road map to making this happen. Disability was not spoken
about at the last homelessness conference at all, beyond being mentioned as a barrier to
accessing housing. **** (i need to check this please remind me if I forget to follow up, i am
half way through watching it ) .
- Within 4 months of ndis funding me short term accommodation at up to 10k a week, within
10 weeks the ndis could buy me a $100 000 home or unit or apartment in regional or country
Victoria, or apartment in Melbourne. . The lack of investment in affordable accessible
housing is costing the government a lot and I have over 160 000 dollars allocated in my NdIS
plan to STA when I don't want to live in an insittion that will abuse me and eat up my ndis
plan so that my plan doesn't last sustainabily the time it's meant to
- Government spend more on our blood tests for homeless disabled people and our health
costs than they do on housing us .
Many disabed peipels have too much reduced mobility and are too unwell to even get to
rental inspections, if you dont go to the inspections physically real estate agencies won't even
give the codes to apply, so you can't even lodge the application on real estate.com . Many are
too unwell and exhausted to keep up with correspondence from real estate agencies which
further disadvantages them in applying.
- Across the board in all pathways to try find hosing, as a dsjabeld person you get
systemically disadvantaged and discriminated against in trying to find housing , and it's so
hard to find anywhere that meets your disability needs where you can live safely and
functionally .. you get treated the same as everyone else when accessing housing
and homelessness services, which means there is no extra support for you to apply for or to
find housing and even if your disabikties make you at high risk of dying from
being homeless you still don't get prioritised on this basis . Furthermore there are accessible
homes being given to people without disabikties whilst diaabled propels are told we don't
have anything suitable for your disabikties or just not offered any housing at all- this issue is
happening across multiple social and community housing and homelessness organisations
- For many all the headaches and nightmares of the system is like repeatedly banging your
head against a brick wall, the systemic issues in the system leads to many disabled people's
returning to abusive relationships or delaying seeking help from family violence services
because there is so system in place if your carer who is abusing you is taken away, then who
will look after you and the children? Many disabled people's couldn't access the disability
family violence crisis initiative funding as it was a requirement to be case managed by a local
area family violence service (and many disabled people's get discriminated against from
trying to access supports from family violence services) so this meant many coudlnt access
thus funding or support from where the funding has now been transferred to at safe steps
there are still major barriers to disabled people's escaping family violence accessing that
funding and the scope of what it can be limited to use on funding is very limited and not
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flexible for various and diverse disability needs , which needs to change as everyone is
different..
- Disability related violence is common in tenancies, and from neighbours, and leads to many
disabled propels being forced out of their tenancies because there is no legal protection in the
tenancy act. E.g.. abusing or discriminating against someone for their disabikties, or smoking
inside when someone you're living with has severe asthma and lung disabikties, even if this
almost kills the person with ling disabilities, disabled people are still forced to leave the
tenancy because it's not illegal in the tenancy act to smoke inside. disabled people's and our
rights and needs are ignored entirely in the tenants legislation in campaign reforms for tenants
rights
- This issue effects everyone, if u don't have disabikties soon u will have after
being homeless ,cos of how stressful and traumatizing being homeless is . This issue even
effects abled bodied peoples, because even if you don't need accessible hosing now you
probably will in the future. It's in everyone's best interests to work toward a more fair and
accessible housing system. And we need to consider that more amd more people's will
become homeless in the future, especially if our government and the banks don't address
major issues and the private rental crisis.
as disabled peoples, we have a lot to contribute to the homelessness inquiry and we need our
voices as disabled peoples to be heard in it. otherwise accessibility and the needs of disabled
peoples will be written out of and ignored by any reform or recommendation proposed by the
inquiry, and no housing reform or recommendation can help disabled peoples if we are not
consulted with and collaborated in partnership with on the reforms and recommendations.
.
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These are my recommendations I submitted in 2019 for the reforming
consultations/submission for the reforming of the residential tenancies act, I
was informed by the rental tenancies commissioner they were unable to
include any of my recommendations as they are outside the scope of the
reform. They said they would include them in future advocacy work but I have
not seen any active systemic advocacy work being done to improve the
residential tenancies act legislation for the benefit of peoples with disabilities
- people with disabilities in institutions are excluded from the residential tenancies
act, in group homes, SRS’s, nursing homes, short term accommoations (with NDIS)
, and other institutionalised disability accommodations, so this needs to be reformed
so they are included in the residential tenancies act to give them more rights.
- there is nothing in the tenancies act to protect people from disability discrimination
and related violence (from people they live with or from landladies or landlords or
body corporates or from organisations
- I have severe asthma and other severe lung disability, I have been driven out of
multiple tenancy arrangments cos of people smoking inside or in their rooms (where
smoke goes into hallway) and repeatedly almost murdered as a result (they don't
have intention to murder me, but they don't understand asthma)
- there is nothing practical to protect elderly people or disabled people being forced
out of housing arrangements, that will actually stop us being forced out
- the courts do not , including VCAT, abide under or are impacted by the DDA, the
DDA needs to be changed so that the courts cannot discriminate against disabled
peoples as well cos this impacts / means we cannot get justice if we cannot access
the courts if they won't make any reasonable adjustments for our disabilities to
enable us to access the courts.
- there are no advocates who can help disabled young people not on ndis yet, get
into aged care (who are homeless or coming out of hospital). young people need
advocates who know the aged care sytem if they want to get into an independent
living unit or permanent residential aged care, outsourcing us to disability advocates
cos we are not eligible for aged care advocates, when the disability adovcates do not
know the housing system, is a terrible outcome cos we cannot call hundreds of aged
care providers ourselves to work out which provider has suitable accommodation for
our needs (only aged care advocatfes can do this) . disability advocates are
impossible to get support from cos the waiting lists are years long. there needs to be
funding changed for AMIDA to be long term advocacy service with more advocates,
and funding for more disability and metnal health advocacy oranisations to employ
more advocates.
- the homelessness advocacy service at homeless persons council does not provide
individual advocacy. I know many people including myself who have sought their
help before and they just refer on to launch, living room despite tehse services not
helping you they still refer onto them etc. this service needs to be defunded because
of them not practically helping majority of homeless peoples. I know because I run a
peer led homeless women's group and have been long term homeless in and out of
unstable housing
- there needs to be housing advocates employed at every community health centre ,
multiple housing advocates at every community health centre.
- many people I know in the system are in incredibly dangerous living environments,
and there is no concrete pathway to get CCTV and other safety features in that does
not place people in unsafe or illegal or unstable housing arrangements at risk of
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being kicked out as retribution for asking for these adjustments. part of this issue is
cos housing providers or rooming or boarding housing providers have to pay for the
safety modifications. if you're a surivvior of family violence u can get modifications
through applying for FV flexible support package, but there is none of people
experience other formso f violence outside of family violence and there needs to be a
scheme addressed about this, and pathways people can take to get real action about
kicking out violent and/ or drug dealing tenants
- the 80:20 model needs to legislated, 80% residents and 20% social and community
housing tenants or low income private rental, so that peole are safer in their housing
arrangmenets. this needs to be legislated/ mandated every council do not approve
developer applications for new building projecst unless 20% is given to low income
tenants. this model would improve safety and have a flow on impact over the years,
to make less disadvantage and inequality less imprisonments and less hospital
admissions,s as less people will be fleeing their housing arrnagments due to
unsafety and children in social and community housing and low icome private rental
housing would grow up safer. disabled peoples would not have to flee because we
get targeted at 80 times higher rates of violence compared to nondisabled peoples
so us living in low income private rental housing and social and community housing
and public housing, currently, is extremely dangerous currently given the housing
models.
- there needs to be concrete pathways to apply for low income private rental outside
of NRAS (currently there are none and we cannot even find out who the providers
other than NRAS providers are to apply to)
- NRAS DSS outsourced responsibility to all NRAS providers so they will not help
disabled people find appropriate accommodation suitable to disability needs, they
leave that with the providers but none of the providers will help as they discriminate
against disabled people and say they have nothing for our disabilities but won't work
to house us in inaccessible housing then get modfications performed
- there is no legal centre who will deal with disability discrimination and housing that
is pro bono or community legal funded and VLA won't deal with it. so there is no
pathways to pursue compensation if someone is too disabled to do this themselves
without legal assistance, DDLS don't do housing matters at all, villamanta only help
people with intellectual disabilities. VLA andcommunity legal centres provide no
representation but will give advice
- there is no scheme for disability housing modifications for people who are not on
ndis, aged care, TAC etc. or who canot get their modifications funded through them
due to various reasons: e.g. I know many people cos of family violence they won't let
them have contact with services or transition to any services. so there needs to be a
scheme where landlords who are renting to disabled peoples or anyone can apply
for funding to have modifications put in when someone moves in or is living there,
and taken out when they leave if they want to. because having this
- there is nothing to stop disability discrimination from social and community hosuing
providers or NRAS, or private rrental real estate agnecies. I was told if they have
nothing suitable for your disabilities its not legally disability discrimination. but this is
not true from my perspective (regardless of the law), because if you offer to pay for
modifications yourself then they should house you in a non-accessible place then get
it modified) but all real estate agencies, housing organisations etc won't. I have been
collecting evidence about this for past 2 years in writing via email communication
and I plan to lead this to the media eventually after i get all the comunication and
500 emial histories summaried by someone independent, because none have
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provided any appropriate reaosne to my complaints. going to the VEOHRC or
AHRC does not guarantee any outcome as they just provide conciliation (ahve no
jurisdiction to enforce any outcome) and taking legal action won't result in the
outcome I want which is for htem to house me.
- the discrimination in private rental market is enormous and needs to be
addressed. I have applied for over 1500 properties over the past 2 years. (see
attached records I have kept but there are more record on my phone and email from
other sources like gumtree and other websites and housing notice boards etc). none
of htem will house me cos of violence discrimination (as ive escaped violence, low
income discrimination and disability discrimination. I have multiple casual
employment references who are very strong references, and they have not received
one phone call from the 1500 applications I have made and I had one reference write
this in a letter (and will get this from my other employment reference), as I was
going to go AHRC but I don't have energy to and decided I don't want to cos AHRC
cannot enforce an outcome I am more likely to go straight ot court if I do decide to
take any action.
- safe steps do not have any housing and family violence services don't help with
housing this needs to be changed so there are immediate housing pathways that are
safe and disability accessible (majority are not disability accessible) so that everyone
has pathways to criis housing.
- my disability advocate told me centrelink are taking on average over 2 years to
process DSP applications or reapplications, that over 85% of them get rejected from
centrelink and have to go to court where the majority are accepted in court at the
AAT. this is unacceptable and is forcing disabled peoples into housing rental distress
homelessness and poverty . the centrelink system needs to be fixed for DSP,
currently it is totally corrupted and many people don't know their options or give up,
don't take it to the AAT
- for fire safety reasons all body corporates of all apartments should be mandated in
legislation to go smoke free. as a disabled women I have been trapped in many
buildings visiting that I couldn't get out of cos of my physical disabilities and once got
trapped in an electrical fire. the corruption in the building industry made all safety
features that were meant to protect me and my severe asthma fail in this fire. the
doors locked down after the electricity left and had no emergency release buttons or
safety features and at one point iwas going to have to smash my way through the
walls / plaster to get out. the corruption in the building industry definitely needs to be
addressed. I have friends who work in the building industry who are scared to walk
around the city cos the windows glass are pinned in. some men i have met in the
industry knowpeople higher up in the industry who say i'll sign off on yours if you sign
off on mine to get illegal things approved. the standards neeed to be increased /
legislated, and what quality of materials are being used needs to be increased /
legislated . currently developing countries use higher quality materials and wiring
than Australia does, even in really poor developing countries.
- there needs to be quotas that mandate how many disadvantaged peoples a real
estate agency houses each month - from all backgrounds : low income, Aboriginal
and TSI, disabled, mental illness, chornic illness or complex medical condition,
refugee and asyum seeker, single parents, LGBTIQA+ or gender diverse, homeless,
escaping violence, etc and this reform needs to legislated and legislated to be
independently watch dogged and forcibly implemented. this also needs to happen
with social and community housing organisations
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- waiting lists: currently they are so long I know women who have babies whilst
homeless and living with street based violence and /or family violence, just to get
housed sooner. no one should have to do that just to get housed sooner. more
housing needs to be built in social and community hosuing, low income private
rental, and public housing and stop selling off land and properties / developments to
corporate developers who do not give anything back to housing disadvantaged
peoples
- the corruption in the housing organisations needs to be addressed and a royal
commission into all housing organisations and housing types happen. I know
refugees who were told by housing workers at organisations if you give me $5000 I
will give you a house like that. if corruption and high turning away rates of homeless
peoples is not addressed in future we plan to start a hidden camera project and film
the corruption to whilseblow and ask all housing oranisations be overhauled,
defunded, and independent less corrupt ones set up. there needs to be concrete
protections placed in the access poits and housings organisations to stop their
corruption and stop them trying to make money off peoples poverty. even home safe
haven rent out their properties at really high rates advertised on their website that is
unaffordable to low income people. unison are renting low income private retnal to
people whose mimumun income to be eligble needs to be $675 per week (or I think
per fortnight I cannot remember) but anyone earning this should not need to apply
for low income private rental. many social and community housing orgs are
prioirtising people whose incomes are middle or middle- low incomes over peoples
whose incomes are low or peoples on DSP. this is a huge issue that needs to be
addressed.
- ndis SDA do not have any properites available (look at all vacancies /properites on
the housing hub website) where anyone can get their own aparmtents, except 3
people who need 24/7 care will get their own SDA apartment in Doncaster which I
don't even think is near accessible public transport if your wheelchair won't fit the
corners of the narrow bus pathway to get your scooter or motorised wheelchair onto
a bus). the rest, other than 3 people in all of Victoria, will be forced into group homes
in SDA's or supported residential services. the whole point of NDIS was to
deinsittuationlise housing
not build more smaller institutions. for me I have only been offered aged care, SRS,
group home etc. cos that's the only accessible housing available. governmemt needs
to legislate more social and community housing that is accessible or 80:20 model in
apartments are given to disabled peoples to house us. I want to live in a home not in
an instutiton.
- TAC no housing pathways (if TAC is covering all your needs if your disabilities were
created by or made worse by public transport or motor road crashes), you cannot get
SDA through NDIS as far as I understand) so TAC rely on DHHS to hosue people
which in many peoples experiences I know they don't and you are chucked on an
endless waiting lists and not offered any housing
- there needs to be pathways for disabled peoples and other disadvantaged
peoples to rent to buy their own home in all of the rental system and housing
systems cos this is currently not an option cos majority disadvantaged peoples will
never be approved for a home loan, and is not possible except for a tiny minority of
people in NDIS on high physical support needs SDA who can put their ndis
payments towards owning their own SDA home but this is nto really that great
anyway because if you own it eventually and try to sell it no one can afford to buy it
cos majority of peoples who are disabled are in poverty and cannot afford to buy an
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SDA property (as average price of an SDA property is $500 000 for a one bedroom
apartment or unit in a suburb far out of Melbourne city, whereas, if you could
eventually own a one bedroom apartment that is non SDA but still had the
modifications you needed, you could buy it way cheaper and sell it way cheaper than
what the developers and others involved in creating SDA housing are pricing it at.
the CFMEU builders union could play a role in this solution because they know
people who can put in modifications. the government is currently wasting shit loads
of money when there are cheaper and more sustainable solutions that could then
mean more disabled peoples get housed as a result of the funding being used more
effectively
- currently only a tiny minority of people on NDIS will get SDA when this does
not come anywhere close to meeting the demand and need for SDA. the
government has totally underestimated this and this needs to be reformed so more
people who need SDA can get SDA (regardless of which system they are
transitioning to, have tried to access, or are currently in - eg aged care, TAC, or
NDIS or none).
- the housing minister and family violeknce minister do not read or provide any
response to complaints made to them about any issues at all. they need to be
legislated that they are mandated to respond to everyone who writes to them and
actually read what they write. I wrote to them both saying i'm living in my rent and
housing minister wrote back a long time after asking me for my address, when I was
clear in my complaint I don't have one am living in my tent and no one will offer me
any housing appropriate for my disabilities. there needs to be mechanisms to hold
the ministers accountable and senior management in DHHS / VHR as well. because
when the complaitns go no where tehre is no way to take them higher or do anything
about them esepcailly if you cannot afford to get a lawyer and no legal services now
will give representation cos of funding limitations in legal aid and community legal
centres
- DHHS and VHR have no appropriate privacy protections for family violence or
other types of violence surivvors and/or people who have experienced identity theft
e.g. I asked them to do one of the following then I would apply for VHR but they
wouldn't do any of these: pseudonym on my file to protect me being looked up by my
birth name; password protect my file (they could do externally for people calling in
but not internally for staff working for them looking me up on their system and they
wouldn't tell me if they have a trace on their system or not but for me this is pointless
as you find out too late after the fact; I asked for removing my address from the file
and leaving a contact name and phoen number for the orgnaisation who houses me,
they wouldn't do that, I asked them to just have paper file under lock and safe, and I
asked them if they won't do any of above, if I change my name will I still be look up
able by my old name and they said yes. centrelink and NDIS both have resitrcted
acces and internal password protection for peoples files who are at risk of privacy
breeches due to multiple reasons. it is unacceptable DHHS/ VHR do not have this
and I know many homeless peoples especially women who have escaped violence,
including myself, who will not apply for this as they don't want their address on file
with government or have been stalked and experienced technologically facicliated
hackings and abuse online in the past which led to the perpetrators finding out where
they lived and this has also happened to me which is why I won't apply through VHR
which excludes me from accessing housing. there is no protectiosn for people in my
situation and changes to the priacy protections in VHR need to be legislated to stop
DHHS excluding people like me from applying for VHR . because nothing has still
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been done about this I plan to lead to the media when I get time, DHHS/ VHRS
response.
- for people exempted from going through VHR by senior management of DHHS (like
me) I have applied to all the known social and communti yhosuing providers in
Melbourne and majority of them still say I need to apply for VHR despite me having a
letter form senior managmenet in DHHS saying they can be contacted if they have
any issues, so far, only 2 of the about 20 providers I applied with (I cannot remember
exactly how many there were), only 2 of them will offer to accept my application for
me to get hosued but these 2 still have never housed me. 1 of these 2 is YWCA and
they will only keep my application on file for 3 weeks which is no way near long
enough time to get housed in accessible property that meets my disability needs
including smoke free unit which they have so few of anyway, so they said I would
have to resend my application every 3 weeks which i'm not well enough to keep up
with cos I keep lamost dying being homeless cos of my asthma and lung disabilities I
was born with. I don't have a worker to resend the application every 3 weeks is a
case managers role and I cannot get case management cos I am aparalysed cos of
my neurological dsabilities, I cannot physical yreach / come into appointments much
at all, so every service cuts me from them for disengaging but won't do email or
phone appointments despite me appealing to complait to manager with doctors
support letters asking for reasonable adjustment for phone appointments and email
correspondence is needed as I cannot talk when asthma is bad. DHHS wrote in the
exemption VHR leter I can be housed through the family violence rapid housing
program but all the organisations properties for this are filled years and years ago all
with long term tenants, and they don't have any vacancies let alone vacancies that
are accessible. the family violence rapid housing program needs to have more
properties at more providers and more housing built into 80:20 model. this is
especially improtnat to peoples who have escaped violence and homeless, cos if
you're homeless on the streets many in community know you so word can get back
to perpetrator you escaped, where you're housed as others don't respect your
privacy or wishes to ive in hiding. for this reason there needs to be more 80:20
model and more long term housing women's and childrens only built .
- I don't have a housing worker and that's antoher issue that majority of people
accessing services cannot get a housing worker or only can get in short term funded
programs for max of 1-3 months. all access points for housig don't do appointments,
so its survival of the fittest in the housing system as a result, because only the fittest
/ healthiest can get there at 8am to wait in line for hours for housing appointment to
be screened / considered for vacancies. everyone else who is too unwell to make it
or cannot get appointment (cos they don't give appointments not even for disabled
peoples who need them as resoanble adjustment) everyone else is therefore
invisible / left for dead in the housing system / never gets housed
- there are no peer street workers to help people on the streets to apply for housing.
many homeless peoples who are most disadvnaged won't go into a housing service
or organisation cos of discrimination, being treated like shit, left to wait all day then
told come back tomorrow, not helped etc
- housing services are not telling people their options to find housing or making this
understanble: VHR (social and community housing, public housing, cooperative
housing). orrgnaisations who are still accepting direct applications: YWCA, HCA,
east coast community housing. low income private rental and how to apply, NRAS
national rental affordability scheme and how to apply, how to search in gumtree and
other sites for housing, where are the housing noticeboards physically in Melbourne?
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they are not giving anyone any practical advice to inform anyone of their options and
this is a resource I am trying to develop considering no housing service will even
give me an appointment cos they don't make exception for my disabilities to do
phone cos I cannot physically come in for appointments and i'm too unwell to enage
a lot of the time so they also won't help me cos of that cos i'm in and out of hospital
so I don't engage for long periods when I go into hibernation leding me to getting cut
from many homless supports and case managers and workers and organisatons
- the catchment area criteira / elgibility results in a form of genocide against
homeless peoples, because peole cannot access services who don't have any fixed
address, or who are transient across multiple cathment areas. for me this is also why
I cannot personally access services cos they don't get funded to help you if you
cannot prove you live in their catchment area or give them a fixed address. workers
often try to abuse me to disclose where my tent is and this is putting women at risk,
as being blackmailed into providing locational information Iwhich is unsafe to provide
whilst escaping violence), or refused a service
- this is only 1% of the issues, there are many others but my hands are in toom uch
agony to type cos of my neurological imapriments. I am requesting a written
response to all above isuses.
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Hi I'm
, I'm the committee's disabilities representative I'm from country Victoria, and I do
my work anonymously as a survivor advocate to protect myself because of my disabilities
and also to protect my family with disabilities who I'm caring for .
What helped from family violence and housing workers workers and advcoates?
Listening to me, letting me set the priorities to work on, and making a list of things I needed
and helping me get them, like thermals, op shop and food vouchers from Vincent care.
telling me and showing me they cared about me helped.
Helping me with trying to find housing was the most helpful thing out of everything. one
worker, she created a table of all the orgs she had contacted to try get me housed and their
responses and ended up writing a summary letter of the table to give back to dhhs and VHR
to further advocate to them to house me, and to show that none of the social and community
housing orgs had no housing appropriate for my minimal disability requirements. --- we
included in table all the orgs I had contacted over the past two years that I forwarded her
email histories of, so the table documented my contact and her contact to show how long I
had been asking them to house me ___
This worker had lived experience , which helped because she understood without me
needing to explain anything and she went the extra steps to help me.
Having disability advocacy help was really helpful even though she could only help short
term, she advocated on extra privacy and security requirements I needed for my file, and
advocated for me to get housing, tried to her me a housing worker and a case manager.
Applying for an FSP was extremely helpful.
One worker and my advocate helped me get a safety device through the disabikity funding at
safe steps which has helped me the most to have more freedom of movement back

What didn't help? .
I had one worker discriminating against my previous to my previous relationship because of
my disabikties..she minimised our relationship, when we were looking at getting married
because we were in love and my partner asked me to get married , and the worker made the
assumption saying my partner was probably just staying with me for sex and also made the
assumption that my partner was cheating on me, when she didn't know my partner at all or
the full situation or the types of abuse being used. I felt she wouldn't have said this if I wasn't
severely disabled, it's like the assumption that disabled peoples are not worthy of love,
partnership or of marriage.
I had Workers judging me and discriminating against me for my disabikties , like saying I
won't stand any chance of getting married if i stay in my motorised wheelchair , i quote , no
one will be love me. But for me, my wheelchair when I did have it, it was liberating because it
gave me my life back and I could finally go places.
a common judgement and stigma in the services is people with disabikties need a good man
to come along and save us, assuming were vulnerable, were helpless we're powerless, we
are in need of protection and assuming were attracted to only men. and i had that rubbish
projecred onto me multiple times , when my disabilities I was born with have made me as
strong as I am today..i had discrimination about my ability to make decisions projected onto
me when my disabilities don't even impact my brain and i know what I wanted and needed
was safe and accessible housing ..
i had other workers judge me for choosing to stay in the previous relationship I was in
because they believed I should leave but they didn't know the real levels of violence I was
facing on the streets being homeless and disabled young woman which was a contributing
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factor to why I entered my relationships in the first place. The violence on the streets was
worse than the abuse in my relationships, I experienced a lot of pedophiles stalking me on
the streets, rapists targeting me, I was targeted for sex trafficking and attempted abductions
and targeted for gang rape, I was targeted by sex workers customers and pimps who were
trying to force me into sex work, I almost went missing persons multiple times. I ended up
not feeling ever safe enough to go back to the streets or even be seen in Melbourne at all
because I had an organised crime gang come after me after I met them on gumtree when
buying second hand rehabilitation equipment on gumtree , and I had to try to minimise how
much I was visible on the streets, and i had to flee Melbourne for over 2 years to get away
from the gang, and in this time i kept almost dying from my asthma and complex health
conditions sleeping rough in the winter cos homelessness and chronic sleep deprivation was
making all my severe health issues even worse , so these issues forced me deeper into the
relationship I was in as i had no where else that was safe to go. I applied for 2000 rental
properties across two years, and I fought really hard to get out of my circumstances and
keep myself and my family safe from the violence. And having workers judge me for my
choice to stay when they had no idea what would happen to me if i left, it was so degrading,
especially because they never offered me any other housing option, not even a crisis
accomm or refuge was offered to me despite my disability advocate and myself advocating
for this. i chose to stay in the relationship I was in for protection, even though that
relationship was abusive it was better than the alternatives. Choosing between violence on
the streets and violence in your home, or being murdered after leaving a relationship, is not
a choice.
Many of the workers wouldn't work with me in a way that was appropriate for my disabilities
and they didn't have time to communicate in accessible ways, and they didn't understand
why I was never engaged or showing up, because I kept almost dying from my complex
health issues i would go into hibernation off the grid they had too high expectation levels for
engagement and I just wasn't able to the majority of the time I was in shock, dissociation and
survival mode the whole time . Many of them couldn't find me housing that was suitable or
even minimally functional for my disabikties and wouldn't understand why I wouldn't accept
housing not suitable for my disabikties even if this wasn't functionally possible or safe for me
to live there . and many of them ended up giving up because working with me cos of all the
issues they had with working with me in accessible ways and my low budget on disability
pension making my rental budget low, it was all too difficult for them, not to mention them
trying to get their head across my disability housing needs , and not being able to be live in
certain areas or regions my perpetrators live, all these things made their job harder and the
majority of orgs I had contact with definitely chucked me in the too hard basket then left me
for dead ..
I had multiple family violence orgs outrightly refuse to help me at all and not being able to
access family violence case management was a huge barrier to receiving the support I
needed because it meant I couldn't access the former disability crisis initiative funding
through dhhs, because eligibility for it was you needed to be case managed by a local area
family violence service which I couldn't get access to Fv case management .
I had one worker project her assumptions about how childhood abuse has impacted my life
onto me , which was really frustrating , and i had to show her videos I made from my phone
of the crimes against me , just so she would then finally believe me that I'm not crazy and
that the crimes that were happening to me were real.

What else would have worked?
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Advocacy to the police on a more supportive level, because the police discriminate against
disabled people's so I can't speak to them without an advocate taking notes .
Accessible family violence and housing legal support that helps beyond just IVOs.
Having a hidden camera with night vision would have helped me collect evidence against
their crimes earlier and to collect the evidence more safely
Not having housing made me too scared and too unsafe to make police reports , so having
safe and stable and accessible housing first, definitely would have changed everything for
me.
offering me a cuppa tea or any left over food would have helped as I was often rushing
between appointments on long painfully inaccessible public transport journeys
Doing the housing applications for me because i was too unwell to do them myself .
More practical help, like with actually getting to rental inspections as i couldn't physically get
there myself due to limited mobility
Help making my rental applications stronger and help finding a rental guarantor earlier and
getting more references.
Help getting onto the ndis sooner because they are now helping me apply for SDA.
If there were housing advocates and funding hosing services that I could use my ndis
tenancy and accommodation budget on this would also be helpful
Having more disability advocacy support and more housing workers, because waiting lists
are years long and it's almost impossible to get these workers
The entrenched issues of disability discrimination definitely need to be fixed in services, and
the lack of disabled workers employed also needs to be addressed, because the
discrimination and negative attitudes about disabled peoples is contributing to disabled
peoples never wanting to contact a family violence service ever again , which is my
experience and the experience of many I know. It results in many disabled peoples being
excluded from services and supports is meaning they can't access the support they need to
escape .

this is what I edited out of my speech due to time limits, but am still including for this
submission:

One of my disability advocates started crying at one stage which was really powerful
moment for me to see that she was so emotionally impacted by what i was going through
being left homeless on the streets for so many decades with severe disabikties and this was
powerful for me because this showed me how much she cared about me .. it put things into
perspective for me because I feel like a robot going around retelling my story and the truama
from what I was going through and retelling my story was making me even more numb ,
desensitized and disconnected. So when I saw her crying this was like waking up my
empathy and emotions for me to see how what was happening to me was impacting her.
Because I feel you burry and repress so much while you're homeless just to stay strong, to
survive and keep going. So having workers who cared about me made me feel less alone in
my struggle to find housing and like my life mattered

Some workers i had would name it when I was experiencing disability discrimination, and
that was helpful for me because most people don't feel comfortable naming it or try to make
excuses or reasons why, or brush it off, which really frustrates me . It was helpful when it
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was named for what it was so we could try to get change and put formal complaints in which
still never got us anywhere, but having my worker there as a witness and her writing
summaries of contacts with various orgs and DHHS to try get me housed was helpful to
have this evidence to show for how many years I had been fighting hardcore to try get
housed. And one day when i tell my story at the disabikties royal commission I will get to tell
the truth of all of my side of the story of what's happened, and show the evidence for all the
different ways that the system fails disabled peoples, and I have hope the media will act on
our stories from the royal commission to further advocate for change . So that was really
helpful for me to not focus on what I was going through, because to survive everything i was
going through I has to focus on the future and changing things for the better in the future to
change the injustices
I had other workers project their assumptions about how childhood abuse has impacted my
life onto me , which is really degrading and unbelievably hurtful..
I had some workers not even believe my current experiences of violence because they
believed I am mentally unwell and traumatised and my experiences of what was happening
they believed were more a result of my childhood abuse impacting my worldview and
experiences,' than the result of actual real crimes happening against me . I was forced to
show them the videos, photos and evidence and witnesses I had collected about the current
crimes for them to take me seriously, because as a woman with disabikties it's really difficult
to be taken seriously or believed from workers in the system. I don't need to prove myself to
anyone, I just wanted to show them to prove them wrong so hopefully they can wake up to
their own assumptions ..

My transition to ndis was almost a decade delayed from when I was eligible to apply, and
fighting for homeless people's to be included in the ndis was a huge advocacy battle of it's
own that I went through with support from my disability advocate

Many workers didn't understand why I have 12 major disability modification housing needs
or why certain housing options and locations were not appropriate for me to functionally live
in or worse than being homeless, they assumed I should just accept any housing in any
location even if people smoking in the building would risk me dying from my severe asthma,
even if i had to drag myself up and down multiple flights of stairs on my bum which I'm not
able to do, they thought I should just accept any housing regardless of it not being ok for my
disabikties
My quality of life has improved significantly since I got the ndis but they still haven't gotten
me stable housing or housing suitable for my disabilities but this is a work in progress . I had
to relocate interstate due to covid cos my disabikties place me at high risk of dying, and i
have moved 27 times since mid March in noisy airbnbs and temporary rentals with dodgy
landlords, and places not appropriate for my disabilities some places were really unsafe too,
but it's better than being on the streets still. So help with getting on the ndis sooner definitely
would have helped me more, as I could have applied for SDA sooner and would have likely
been in stable SDA housing by now if i got on the ndis sooner , that is, if i do end up being
one of the six percent who get SDA
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To whom it may concern:
29th August 2019
Re:
is a client of mine, and as (outgoing, as my current role ceases from tomorrow) Peer Support
Worker at Queerspace, Drummond Street Services, I have been advocating for
to find secure,
safe, appropriate and affordable housing. Cina has specific disability needs and has been in a dire
situation and sleeping rough for some time. She has been the target of gang violence and family
violence, and experienced intimidation, stalking, ongoing death threats and identity theft.
has experienced homelessness for much of her life. In the time I have been helping
have contacted and requested assistance from the following agencies and agents:

we

WPI (Women’s Property Initiative), Safe Steps, Housing Choices Australia, Launch Housing,
Vincentcare, YWCA, Homeground Real Estate, Home Safe Haven, Orange Door, St Kilda, Community
Housing Ltd, Housing First, Mind Australia, Unison, Women’s Housing Limited, Southern Region
Advocacy, Ray White, Bank of Australia, Mecwacare, Xynergy Real Estate, Sam Pennisi Real Estate,
Priority Asset, Fraser’s Property, Hopkins Group, Hot Spot, Purposed Housing Victoria, Accord, FCG
Housing, Urban Choices Property, Common Equity Housing Limited (CEHL) and DHHS.
None of these agencies has made any offer of assistance to
which even remotely meets her
disability needs, and is within her budget. None allowed her to apply, with most of them claiming
they had no properties that met her disability needs, which are quite minimal.
basic
requirements are that a place be physically accessible (i.e., no stairs), that they be not excessively
noisy and smoke‐free. None of the agencies are willing to work with
to plan necessary
modifications which could make existing properties tenable for
to occupy.
has instructed
each agency each NRAS real estate agency, as well as DHHS and NDIS to contact her social worker at
MCHL legal centre, should an appropriate property become available.
Most agencies and organizations approached have been dismissive, disrespectful, and sometimes
even deceptive. I have witnessed
experience discrimination on various occasions when I have
attempted to advocate for her with these agencies, and been met with uncaring attitudes and an
unwillingness to help which is frequently at odds with their purported mission statements and
apparent values.
As I am departing from my current role from tomorrow, I supply this letter for use by subsequent
social workers or peer support workers who advocate for
in the hope that she gets a just and
fair outcome from all her struggles as a person with disabilities and victim of family violence and
gang violence.

Sincerely,
Karen Parker
Peer Support Worker at Queerspace, Drummond Street Services
Housing Advocate at Safer Housing Network, Drummond Street Services
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VICTORIA

Dear
As discussed, I have prepared this letter for you to use when registering with organisations
that normally require applicants to be registered on the Victorian Housing Register.
To whom it may concern,
Please take this letter as a referral for
Housing.

who is seeking to access Community

has requested that her details not be registered on the Victorian Housing Register (the
Register). But this should not be a barrier to her being housed in Community Housing.
On the basis of her circumstances as they have been explained to this department we would
not want not being on the Register a barrier to being housed.
You may recall that under the previous Family Violence Rapid Housing Blitz there was an
arrangement by which a direct allocation could be made outside the Register.
Please contact
, Manager, Victorian Housing Register, on telephone
should you wish to discuss how this arrangement would work.

Kind regards
Susie Byast
Senor Practice Implementation Officer
Victorian Housing Register
Service Implementation and Support Branch
5 / 6 / 2019
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